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Jewish Literacy Programme
Year 5  ~  Week 9

day  /  a second day / Monday mFi  \  mFii ¦p ¥W 
night  /  good night d̈l§i©l  \  d̈l§i©laFh 
today  /  only today mFI ©d w ©x  \  mFI ©d

tomorrow  /  tomorrow is Rosh Chodesh xg̈n̈  \  xg̈n̈W ¤cŸg W Ÿ̀x 
year  /  the New Year dp̈Ẅ©d W Ÿ̀x  \  dp̈Ẍ

land  /  the Land of Israel u¤x ¤̀  \  u¤x ¤̀l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i 

English Translation / Explanation General Knowledge
Words

The Importance of the mi¦pi ¦O ©d z ©r §a ¦W
The mi¦pi ¦O ©d z ©r §a ¦W are mentioned in the dẍFY:

Devarim, chapter 8, pasuk 8:
:Wä §cE o ¤n ¤W zi¥fÎu ¤x ¤̀  oFO ¦x §e dp̈ ¥̀ §zE o ¤t¤b §e dẍŸr §UE dḦ ¦g u ¤x ¤̀

g:g mi ¦xä §c

The first fruits of the mi¦pi ¦O ©d z ©r §a ¦W to ripen were marked with a
red string and then taken to the Wc̈ §w ¦O ©d zi¥A as mi ¦xEM ¦A.

mi ¦xEM ¦A

There is a special dk̈ẍ §A to say after eating the fruit of the z ©r §a ¦W
mi¦pi ¦O ©d.  This dk̈ẍ §A is called WFlẄ oi ¥r ¥n - “like the three” -

because it is a short, condensed form of the first three zFkẍ §A of
the full oFfÖ ©d z ©M §x ¦A.

WFlẄ oi ¥r ¥n z ©M §x ¦A

“The seven fruits for which
     the Land of Israel is praised.”

dg̈ §A ©Y §W¦p ¤W mi¦pi ¦O ©d z ©r §a ¦W"
"l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i u ¤x ¤̀  m ¤dÄ
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Jewish History 7

King Shaul (Saul)

The Choice

How was Shaul chosen king?

The story of Shaul's anointing tells us much about the functioning of
Jewish society in this time period.

For one thing, there are many Neviim (prophets) around. So many, in fact,
that the Talmud says that from the time of Moses to the destruction of the
First Temple there were over a million prophets (Megillah 14a).  The
people turned to them for everything

You have a profound question? Ask a prophet. You need advice on
marriage? Ask a prophet. You've lost your donkey? Ask a prophet. The
Bible itself mentions that prophets were originally called seers (roeh in
Hebrew) precisely because their higher spiritual level enabled them to see
things that others couldn't, including lost objects. (see Shmuel I, 9:9)

Indeed this is how Shaul and the Prophet Shmuel meet. The first seer that
Shaul encounters while searching for his donkeys happens to be the Judge
of Israel and the greatest prophet of his generation.

It's an odd story. A man goes to the greatest prophet alive and asks,
"Where are my donkeys?" The prophet answers, "Don't worry, your
donkeys have been found, and by the way, you're king of Israel."

Shmuel takes out a flask of oil and pours some on Shaul's head. The oil he
uses is comprised of special mixture of afarsimon oil and spices (see
Shemot 30:22-28) called "Shemen HaMeshicha" - anointing oil. (The
Hebrew word Mashiach, comes from this word moshach-anointed.) This
special oil was used by Moshe to anoint and consecrate the Mishkan and
its vessels as well as Aharon and his sons as the Kohanim.

 From the reign of King Shaul until the destruction of the First Temple, it



was used by prophets to anoint the Kings of Israel. Just as the Kiddush on
Friday night with wine designates the Shabbat as different and special, so
too did a prophet's use of this anointing oil designate an object or
individual as chosen by G-d for a special purpose.

Shaul does not tell his family what Shmuel told him and when Shmuel
gathers the nation to announce that Shaul has been chosen has king, Shaul
goes to hide. When a few people mock Shaul as unsuitable to be king he
remains silent. When we could say that his actions are a sign of his
humility and modesty, in reality this is where we first see the weakness of
his character.

A Fatal Weakness

The Talmud is very clear that Shaul was not only head and shoulders
above everyone physically, he was head and shoulders above everyone
morally and ethically. He was an exemplary human being, but he has one
weakness - his sense of humility interferes with his duty as king.

If a prophet of tells you that you're king - you don't argue and you can't
reject the offer. Shaul has no desire for honour or power, but true
leadership requires the leader to take the initiative and distinguish between
honour due him and the honour due his position.

As great as Shaul was, his innate modesty and humility inhibit his ability
to properly lead the Jewish people. To lead the Jewish people requires a
unique combination of iron will and diplomacy - as we see, in the Torah,
in the difficulties Moshe faced leading the Israelites in the wilderness. If
the leader is not strong enough the Jewish people will ‘walk all over him,’
but if he's too aggressive or tries to bully the Jewish people they'll rebel.

The problem of flawed leadership - which begins with Shaul - is
something that would plague the Jewish people throughout history.

When the Ammonites invade, Shaul finally rises to the occasion and
accepts kingship. He went on to lead the Jewish people in a series of
victories against her enemies and so established his authority as king.

However, Shaul's reign lasted only two years and he died a tragic death.
Indeed, his brief reign was flawed tragic. Shaul’s great weakness, his
misplaced modesty, caused him to make a fatal mistake at the beginning of



his kingship. He disobeys the commandment of Hashem to wipe out the
nation of Amalek.

One of the key commandments that the Jewish people are given upon
entering the Land of Israel is "to wipe out Amalek."  Amalek is the
ultimate enemy of the Jewish people in history. This is the people that
symbolize evil, and there is a commandment in the Torah to wipe them off
the face of the earth, because their deep hatred for Jews is so great, if they
have a chance they will wipe the Jews off the face of the earth.

Amalek's major ambition is to rid the world of the Jews and their moral
influence and return the planet to idolatry, paganism, and barbarism.
Since this is a cosmic war between good and evil which cannot be settled
with treaties, God commands the Jews to destroy Amalek - the entire
nation, down to the last cow.

Shaul had the opportunity to do this. He waged war against Amalek as
commanded and won, but when it came to fulfilling the decree he stopped;
Oddly, he killed everyone, but spared some of the cows, and worst of all,
through misplaced mercy, he also spared Agag, the king of the Amalekites.

To this day, history continues to struggle with the consequences of Shaul's
mistake.

Shmuel HaNavi told Shaul:

"Though you may be small in your own eyes, you are the head of the tribes
of Israel; and G-d anointed you to be king over Israel... Why did you not
obey the voice of God?”

Then Shmuel gave Shaul Hashem’s decision:

“ “I shall not return to you for you have rejected the word of the L-rd and
the L-rd has rejected you from being King over Israel."
And Shmuel turned to go and he [Shaul] seized the hem of his robe and it
tore. And Shmuel said to him, "The L-rd has torn the kingdom of Israel
from you today and has given it your fellow who is better than you.” ”

(Shmuel I 15:17-28)

With this critical mistake, Shaul is finished. He doesn't get a second



chance. G-d doesn't mess around when it comes to the King of Israel.

If this seems harsh, we must remember that Hashem expects more from
great people and people who have great responsibility.  The greater a
person is, the greater will be the impact of their decisions.  This is why
Hashem holds such people to high standards.  As we see in the Torah with
Moshe hitting the rock, even the smallest mistakes of great leaders are
severely punished.

Although Shaul was finished as king, he was not deposed on the spot.  He
understood, however, that his line would not carry on the monarchy.
Meanwhile, following this declaration to Shaul, Shmuel goes looking for
another king to anoint...


